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Introduction

- Alu Elcap principle is more than 100 years ago, Patent 1897

- Advantage Huge CV product in voltage range 2-600 V; Capacitance 

range µF - F

- Low cost, coolable, many applications in industry and automotive

- Reliable (when you design it in the right way)

- Always technological development due to progress in chemistry 

- Therefor still “alive”

- Today introduction in Polymer Alu Elcap



Many Polymercaps parallel vs Flatpack - CDE

Source: CDE







Basic construction of Aluminium electrolytic 
capacitor

Cathode foil (-)

Anode foil (+)

Paper/Electrolyte



Materials HV-Anode foil
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Fig 3 Schematic electron band diagram of the metal-oxide-electrolyte system in an external 
electrostatic field (not to scale) [7]. The red line shows the potential barrier for electrons 
taking into account the image potential. (a) The electron tunneling into the oxide conduction 
band is blocked. The injection is determined by the thermionic current. (b) The tunneling 
channel is open. The injection occurs through both thermionic and tunneling currents.  
 
The theory of electrical breakdown in barrier anodic films in contact with an electrolyte which 
allows one to consistently describe this phenomenon. The main points of the theory are 
summarized in [7]. 
 
Discussion of that new results related to known electrolyte formulations 
 
It is well known, that Polyole, like Polyvinylalcohol, Polyethyleleglycole are increasing the 
breakdown voltage [12, 13] whereas other anions, like PO4

3- are reducing it [14]. Further that 
certain long chain organic acids, used as conduction salts in electrolytes are providing a 
certain conductivity BDV characteristic. 
 
It is also well known, that long chain fatty acid or Alkanolamides adsorpt in different ways at 
the Anode surface [15].  
 
It was shown in [7], that the relation between the injection current and the breakdown 
voltage, on the one side, and the electrical parameters of the electrolyte (either resistivity or 
conductivity), on the other side, originates from the Freundlich adsorption isotherm which 
relates the surface number density of the reducing agents with their volume number density. 
 
According to this, it is assumed that long chain polyolic compounds and long chain carboxylic 
acids adsorb easily at the Aluminium oxide surface as show in Fig 2. and prevent the 

Electrical Breakdown - New model - extension of the Gerischer model which takes into account possible
ionization of adsorbed anions that can be essential in strong electric fields relevant to electrical breakdown 
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Fig 2 Possible interaction modes between the carboxylic acid head group (left) and a polyolic 
compound (right) with the Al2O3 surface with varying degrees of interaction between the 
carbonyl(alcohol) oxygen and the surface [11]. 
 
 

First-principles theory of electrical breakdown in barrier anodic films in 
contact with an electrolyte
VG Bordo, T Ebel - Electrochimica Acta, 2020 - Elsevier

concentration on the breakdown voltage by assuming that the
electron injection current at the oxide-electrolyte interface is
affected by the electric potential in the Helmholtz double layer.
Using this approach one could explain the pitting corrosion in the
presence of chlorine ions as a particular case of the electrical
breakdown. However the pitting phenomenon involves both elec-
trochemical and chemical aspects [14,18] and is beyond the scope of
the present paper.

This short overview reveals that the fundamental mechanism
which governs the electrical breakdown phenomenon in themetal-
oxide-electrolyte systems is still a matter of debate. This dictates a
need for a first-principles theory which could consistently explain
the empirical dependencies. In the present paper, we develop such
a theory based on the electron band model of the structure under
discussion.

2. Ikonopisov’s theory

The main points of the theory which we will focus on in this
paper are as follows.

(i) During anodization, the main part of the total current
through the barrier film is ionic. However it is assumed that
the ionic component of the current does not take an imme-
diate part in breakdown effects, but only ensures the gradual
increasing in the oxide thickness, d, and respectively in the
forming voltage, until the breakdown voltage, UB, is attained.

(ii) It is commonly adopted that the breakdown results from
electron avalanches in the oxide film which are initiated by
electrons injected at the oxide-electrolyte interface.

(iii) The breakdown voltage follows the empirical relation

UB ¼ aB þ bBlogr; (1)

where r is the electrolyte resistivity and the coefficients aB and bB
are constant for a given metal and electrolyte composition and are
practically independent of the current density through the oxide, j,
and the temperature, T. However there is experimental evidence
that in some cases UB can decreasewith the temperature. Also, Kato
et al. [10] reported that the determining factor for UB is the con-
centration of anions in the solution, rather than its resistivity.
(iv) The dependencies of the primary electron current density,

jeð0Þ, injected at the oxide-electrolyte interface on different
parameters are assumed to be the same as those obtained at
sufficiently low electric fields, E, when the electron multi-
plication leading to an avalanche is negligible. However as it
was noticed by Nigam et al. [11] the quantitative estimation
of the various constants from their experiments are different
from those calculated basing on this assumption.

(v) In particular, the electron injection current follows the
empirical relation [7,19].

jeð0Þ¼AT2expð%W = kTÞexp
!
BE1=2

.
kT

"
; (2)

where A and B are constants, k is Boltzmann’s constant and W is a
parameter corresponding to the electron work function. Equation
(2) reproduces the Richardson-Schottky equation for the field-
enhanced thermionic emission from metals, however no reason-
able mechanism of the existence of a Schottky barrier at the oxide-
electrolyte interface has been so far proposed. Besides that, the
exponential dependencies of the injection current on the inverse
temperature and the square root of the field amplitude specified in
Eq. (2) are inconsistent with the observed temperature and current
independence of the breakdown voltage.

(vi) The injection current as a function of the electrolyte con-
ductivity, k, follows the empirical relation

jeð0Þ¼ aekbe ; (3)

where the coefficient ae considerably changes with the electrolyte
composition, while the coefficient be negligibly depends on it [20].
No reasonable mechanism underlying this relation has been so far
proposed.
(vii) According to the approach developed by Forlani and Minnaja

for thin dielectric films [21], the avalanching effect in the
oxide film causes the electron current density to increase
exponentially with the oxide thickness as follows

jeðdÞ¼ jeð0Þexp½uðEÞd'; (4)

where uðEÞ ¼ gE is the mean ionization rate per unit path length
and the coefficient g can be determined in terms of the electron
energy sufficient for impact ionization and the recombination rate.
(viii) The breakdown is determined by the critical value jB of the

electron current (4) which is sufficient for the oxide
destruction and can be reached at a critical value of d ¼ dB
which specifies the breakdown voltage, UB ¼ EdB.

The combination of Eqs. (2)e(4) allows one to obtain a relation
between UB and the electrolyte resistivity [Eq. (1)], field strength
and temperature in terms of the empirical coefficients aB, bB, ae, be,
ae and be. Although such an approach is useful for practical pur-
poses, it neither sheds light on the microscopic mechanism un-
derlying the breakdown phenomenon, nor provides a recipe how to
control the breakdown voltage.

3. First-principles approach

3.1. Electron band diagram

To develop a first-principles theory of the electrical breakdown
we begin with the electron band diagram for the metal-oxide-
electrolyte system (Fig. 1). We adopt the energy of a free electron
at rest in vacuum as the zero energy level. The metal is character-
ized by the Fermi energy level, mm, which is separated from the
vacuum level by the metal work function,Wm. The top of the oxide
valence band is specified by the energy E v, while the bottom of its
conduction band is located at the energy E c separated from the
vacuum level by the electron affinity in the oxide, c. The oxide
Fermi level, mo, is disposed somewhere between E v and E c.

To characterize the electronic states in the electrolyte we as-
sume that only anions which are adsorbed at the outer Helmholtz
plane play a dominant role in the electron transfer across the oxide-
electrolyte interface. This assumption is consistent with the early
observations [22] that the breakdown voltage does not depend on
cations. According to the Gerischer model [23,24], the electron
transfer to the oxide results from the redox reaction

Red#Oxþ e%; (5)

where Red stands for the occupied electronic state of an adsorbed
ion and Ox for the empty state of the same species. The energies of
both states fluctuate due to the thermal fluctuations of the solvent
dipoles. The probability that the energy level will have the energy
E obeys the distribution

WaðE Þ¼ ð4plkTÞ%1=2exp
h
%ðE % E aÞ2

.
4lkT

i
; (6)

where the subscript a specifies either Red or Ox species, E a is the
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concentration on the breakdown voltage by assuming that the
electron injection current at the oxide-electrolyte interface is
affected by the electric potential in the Helmholtz double layer.
Using this approach one could explain the pitting corrosion in the
presence of chlorine ions as a particular case of the electrical
breakdown. However the pitting phenomenon involves both elec-
trochemical and chemical aspects [14,18] and is beyond the scope of
the present paper.

This short overview reveals that the fundamental mechanism
which governs the electrical breakdown phenomenon in themetal-
oxide-electrolyte systems is still a matter of debate. This dictates a
need for a first-principles theory which could consistently explain
the empirical dependencies. In the present paper, we develop such
a theory based on the electron band model of the structure under
discussion.

2. Ikonopisov’s theory

The main points of the theory which we will focus on in this
paper are as follows.

(i) During anodization, the main part of the total current
through the barrier film is ionic. However it is assumed that
the ionic component of the current does not take an imme-
diate part in breakdown effects, but only ensures the gradual
increasing in the oxide thickness, d, and respectively in the
forming voltage, until the breakdown voltage, UB, is attained.

(ii) It is commonly adopted that the breakdown results from
electron avalanches in the oxide film which are initiated by
electrons injected at the oxide-electrolyte interface.

(iii) The breakdown voltage follows the empirical relation

UB ¼ aB þ bBlogr; (1)

where r is the electrolyte resistivity and the coefficients aB and bB
are constant for a given metal and electrolyte composition and are
practically independent of the current density through the oxide, j,
and the temperature, T. However there is experimental evidence
that in some cases UB can decreasewith the temperature. Also, Kato
et al. [10] reported that the determining factor for UB is the con-
centration of anions in the solution, rather than its resistivity.
(iv) The dependencies of the primary electron current density,

jeð0Þ, injected at the oxide-electrolyte interface on different
parameters are assumed to be the same as those obtained at
sufficiently low electric fields, E, when the electron multi-
plication leading to an avalanche is negligible. However as it
was noticed by Nigam et al. [11] the quantitative estimation
of the various constants from their experiments are different
from those calculated basing on this assumption.

(v) In particular, the electron injection current follows the
empirical relation [7,19].
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BE1=2
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where A and B are constants, k is Boltzmann’s constant and W is a
parameter corresponding to the electron work function. Equation
(2) reproduces the Richardson-Schottky equation for the field-
enhanced thermionic emission from metals, however no reason-
able mechanism of the existence of a Schottky barrier at the oxide-
electrolyte interface has been so far proposed. Besides that, the
exponential dependencies of the injection current on the inverse
temperature and the square root of the field amplitude specified in
Eq. (2) are inconsistent with the observed temperature and current
independence of the breakdown voltage.

(vi) The injection current as a function of the electrolyte con-
ductivity, k, follows the empirical relation

jeð0Þ¼ aekbe ; (3)

where the coefficient ae considerably changes with the electrolyte
composition, while the coefficient be negligibly depends on it [20].
No reasonable mechanism underlying this relation has been so far
proposed.
(vii) According to the approach developed by Forlani and Minnaja

for thin dielectric films [21], the avalanching effect in the
oxide film causes the electron current density to increase
exponentially with the oxide thickness as follows

jeðdÞ¼ jeð0Þexp½uðEÞd'; (4)

where uðEÞ ¼ gE is the mean ionization rate per unit path length
and the coefficient g can be determined in terms of the electron
energy sufficient for impact ionization and the recombination rate.
(viii) The breakdown is determined by the critical value jB of the

electron current (4) which is sufficient for the oxide
destruction and can be reached at a critical value of d ¼ dB
which specifies the breakdown voltage, UB ¼ EdB.

The combination of Eqs. (2)e(4) allows one to obtain a relation
between UB and the electrolyte resistivity [Eq. (1)], field strength
and temperature in terms of the empirical coefficients aB, bB, ae, be,
ae and be. Although such an approach is useful for practical pur-
poses, it neither sheds light on the microscopic mechanism un-
derlying the breakdown phenomenon, nor provides a recipe how to
control the breakdown voltage.

3. First-principles approach

3.1. Electron band diagram

To develop a first-principles theory of the electrical breakdown
we begin with the electron band diagram for the metal-oxide-
electrolyte system (Fig. 1). We adopt the energy of a free electron
at rest in vacuum as the zero energy level. The metal is character-
ized by the Fermi energy level, mm, which is separated from the
vacuum level by the metal work function,Wm. The top of the oxide
valence band is specified by the energy E v, while the bottom of its
conduction band is located at the energy E c separated from the
vacuum level by the electron affinity in the oxide, c. The oxide
Fermi level, mo, is disposed somewhere between E v and E c.

To characterize the electronic states in the electrolyte we as-
sume that only anions which are adsorbed at the outer Helmholtz
plane play a dominant role in the electron transfer across the oxide-
electrolyte interface. This assumption is consistent with the early
observations [22] that the breakdown voltage does not depend on
cations. According to the Gerischer model [23,24], the electron
transfer to the oxide results from the redox reaction

Red#Oxþ e%; (5)

where Red stands for the occupied electronic state of an adsorbed
ion and Ox for the empty state of the same species. The energies of
both states fluctuate due to the thermal fluctuations of the solvent
dipoles. The probability that the energy level will have the energy
E obeys the distribution

WaðE Þ¼ ð4plkTÞ%1=2exp
h
%ðE % E aÞ2
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where the subscript a specifies either Red or Ox species, E a is the
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Fig 2 Possible interaction modes between the carboxylic acid head group (left) and a polyolic 
compound (right) with the Al2O3 surface with varying degrees of interaction between the 
carbonyl(alcohol) oxygen and the surface [11]. 
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RT and HT, respectively. The decrease in the rms roughness is
induced by water removal at HT, as PEDOT/PSS grains ll the
free space between PEDOT/PSS grains. Moreover, the phase
image at HT shows that the grains are connected and over-
lapped with adjacent neighbors at the borders (Fig. 3(e)). This
result is in good agreement with HADDF-STEM images at HT
(Fig. 1(h)), in which most of the PEDOT/PSS grains are con-
nected to each other.

Structure insights and a microscopical model of the PEDOT/
PSS lm

By taking into account TEM and AFM image analyses at
different temperatures, we can provide some insight into the
evolution of the PEDOT/PSS microstructure with temperature.
Generally, the PEDOT/PSS lm contains core–shell structure
grains having an average diameter of 40–60 nm. The core of the
grain is a PEDOT nanocrystal,33 together with a PSS-rich shell
having an average thickness of 5–10 nm (Fig. 4). At room
temperature and under a high humidity (65%), the hygroscopic
PSS-rich shell readily takes up water vapor in air, as shown in
Fig. 4.

In order to determine the role of the water in the micro-
structure of PEDOT/PSS, thermal analysis was carried out on
these lms. Fig. 5(a) shows the DSC annealing and cooling
traces of a PEDOT/PSS lm. It is noted that due to the strong
ionic bonding interaction between PEDOT and PSS, PEDOT/PSS
does not have a well-dened glass transition value.34 The
PEDOT/PSS lm exhibits a broad peak during the rst anneal-
ing while this peak disappeared during the second annealing.
This indicates that the lm released water during the heating
process, as also observed by TGA (Fig. 5(b)). The rst weight loss

up to 120 !C can be ascribed to 20 wt% loss of water in the
PEDOT/PSS lm. Using both the DSC and TGA results together
provides more rened information about the water content.
Indeed, the characteristic energy, E, for dehydration can be
estimated from:35

E ¼ M
DQ

DW
(2)

where M is the molecular weight of water (18 g mol# 1) and DQ
and DW are the amount of heat evolved during the dehydration
and the weight loss of water between 21 and 200 !C, respec-
tively. DQ is estimated from DSC to be # 545 J g# 1, while the
weight loss of PEDOT/PSS is estimated from TGA to be
22.8 wt%, leading to a characteristic energy, E, of around 10.28
kcal mol# 1. This energy level is comparable to the energy of
moderate hydrogen bonds (4 to 15 kcal mol# 1).36 With this
information, we propose a conguration in which the water
molecules are hydrogen-bonded with PSS chains, as shown in
Fig. 5(c).

Typically, every three or four thiophene unit on PEDOT
chains carries a positive charge. The benzene rings in PSS
chains carry two kinds of sulfonic groups that can be either
ionized SO3

# or neutral SO3H. The ionic bonding between SO3
#

and thiophene rings results in a complex structure of PEDOT
with PSS.34 The hydration will start with the xation of H2O
molecules on the free and highly hygroscopic SO3H groups.19 In
the molecular structure of PEDOT/PSS shown in Fig. 5(c), we
assume that (C6H6O2S)m(C8H8O3S)n is the molecular formula of
PEDOT/PSS. Based on the weight ratio of PEDOT to PSS (1 : 2.5)
and their monomer molecular weights (140 and 182, respec-
tively), the m/n ratio is estimated to be 0.443. By taking into
consideration that 20 wt% of water was absorbed by the PEDOT/
PSS, we write the molecular formula of the “wet” PEDOT/PSS at
65% RH as (C6H6O2S)0.443n (C8H8O3S)n (H2O)3.6n. This simple
formula indicates that three or four water molecules are
absorbed by each PSS chain at room temperature, as illustrated
in Fig. 5(c). As a result, the microstructure will be dominated by
regime 1 as shown in Fig. 4 at room temperature. The lms are
basically swelled by the water vapor and the weakened hydrogen
bonds react with water viathe following equation.32,37

H2O + PSS(HSO3) / H3O
+PSS(SO3)

# (3)

Fig. 4 Morphological models of PEDOT/PSS grains at different
temperatures derived from combined TEM and AFM measurements.
The typical diameter of PEDOT/PSS grains is 40–60 nm, with a PSS-
rich shell thickness of 5–10 nm. The inset in the top-right corner
depicts two regimes of hydrogen bonding in PEDOT/PSS.

Fig. 5 Thermal properties and molecular structure of the PEDOT/PSS
film. (a) DSC thermograms of a PEDOT/PSS film, (b) TG and corre-
sponding DTG curves of a PEDOT/PSS film, and (c) schematic of
hydrogen bonding between PEDOT/PSS and water.
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RT and HT, respectively. The decrease in the rms roughness is
induced by water removal at HT, as PEDOT/PSS grains ll the
free space between PEDOT/PSS grains. Moreover, the phase
image at HT shows that the grains are connected and over-
lapped with adjacent neighbors at the borders (Fig. 3(e)). This
result is in good agreement with HADDF-STEM images at HT
(Fig. 1(h)), in which most of the PEDOT/PSS grains are con-
nected to each other.

Structure insights and a microscopical model of the PEDOT/
PSS lm

By taking into account TEM and AFM image analyses at
different temperatures, we can provide some insight into the
evolution of the PEDOT/PSS microstructure with temperature.
Generally, the PEDOT/PSS lm contains core–shell structure
grains having an average diameter of 40–60 nm. The core of the
grain is a PEDOT nanocrystal,33 together with a PSS-rich shell
having an average thickness of 5–10 nm (Fig. 4). At room
temperature and under a high humidity (65%), the hygroscopic
PSS-rich shell readily takes up water vapor in air, as shown in
Fig. 4.

In order to determine the role of the water in the micro-
structure of PEDOT/PSS, thermal analysis was carried out on
these lms. Fig. 5(a) shows the DSC annealing and cooling
traces of a PEDOT/PSS lm. It is noted that due to the strong
ionic bonding interaction between PEDOT and PSS, PEDOT/PSS
does not have a well-dened glass transition value.34 The
PEDOT/PSS lm exhibits a broad peak during the rst anneal-
ing while this peak disappeared during the second annealing.
This indicates that the lm released water during the heating
process, as also observed by TGA (Fig. 5(b)). The rst weight loss

up to 120 !C can be ascribed to 20 wt% loss of water in the
PEDOT/PSS lm. Using both the DSC and TGA results together
provides more rened information about the water content.
Indeed, the characteristic energy, E, for dehydration can be
estimated from:35

E ¼ M
DQ

DW
(2)

where M is the molecular weight of water (18 g mol# 1) and DQ
and DW are the amount of heat evolved during the dehydration
and the weight loss of water between 21 and 200 !C, respec-
tively. DQ is estimated from DSC to be # 545 J g# 1, while the
weight loss of PEDOT/PSS is estimated from TGA to be
22.8 wt%, leading to a characteristic energy, E, of around 10.28
kcal mol# 1. This energy level is comparable to the energy of
moderate hydrogen bonds (4 to 15 kcal mol# 1).36 With this
information, we propose a conguration in which the water
molecules are hydrogen-bonded with PSS chains, as shown in
Fig. 5(c).

Typically, every three or four thiophene unit on PEDOT
chains carries a positive charge. The benzene rings in PSS
chains carry two kinds of sulfonic groups that can be either
ionized SO3

# or neutral SO3H. The ionic bonding between SO3
#

and thiophene rings results in a complex structure of PEDOT
with PSS.34 The hydration will start with the xation of H2O
molecules on the free and highly hygroscopic SO3H groups.19 In
the molecular structure of PEDOT/PSS shown in Fig. 5(c), we
assume that (C6H6O2S)m(C8H8O3S)n is the molecular formula of
PEDOT/PSS. Based on the weight ratio of PEDOT to PSS (1 : 2.5)
and their monomer molecular weights (140 and 182, respec-
tively), the m/n ratio is estimated to be 0.443. By taking into
consideration that 20 wt% of water was absorbed by the PEDOT/
PSS, we write the molecular formula of the “wet” PEDOT/PSS at
65% RH as (C6H6O2S)0.443n (C8H8O3S)n (H2O)3.6n. This simple
formula indicates that three or four water molecules are
absorbed by each PSS chain at room temperature, as illustrated
in Fig. 5(c). As a result, the microstructure will be dominated by
regime 1 as shown in Fig. 4 at room temperature. The lms are
basically swelled by the water vapor and the weakened hydrogen
bonds react with water viathe following equation.32,37

H2O + PSS(HSO3) / H3O
+PSS(SO3)

# (3)

Fig. 4 Morphological models of PEDOT/PSS grains at different
temperatures derived from combined TEM and AFM measurements.
The typical diameter of PEDOT/PSS grains is 40–60 nm, with a PSS-
rich shell thickness of 5–10 nm. The inset in the top-right corner
depicts two regimes of hydrogen bonding in PEDOT/PSS.

Fig. 5 Thermal properties and molecular structure of the PEDOT/PSS
film. (a) DSC thermograms of a PEDOT/PSS film, (b) TG and corre-
sponding DTG curves of a PEDOT/PSS film, and (c) schematic of
hydrogen bonding between PEDOT/PSS and water.
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RT and HT, respectively. The decrease in the rms roughness is
induced by water removal at HT, as PEDOT/PSS grains ll the
free space between PEDOT/PSS grains. Moreover, the phase
image at HT shows that the grains are connected and over-
lapped with adjacent neighbors at the borders (Fig. 3(e)). This
result is in good agreement with HADDF-STEM images at HT
(Fig. 1(h)), in which most of the PEDOT/PSS grains are con-
nected to each other.

Structure insights and a microscopical model of the PEDOT/
PSS lm

By taking into account TEM and AFM image analyses at
different temperatures, we can provide some insight into the
evolution of the PEDOT/PSS microstructure with temperature.
Generally, the PEDOT/PSS lm contains core–shell structure
grains having an average diameter of 40–60 nm. The core of the
grain is a PEDOT nanocrystal,33 together with a PSS-rich shell
having an average thickness of 5–10 nm (Fig. 4). At room
temperature and under a high humidity (65%), the hygroscopic
PSS-rich shell readily takes up water vapor in air, as shown in
Fig. 4.

In order to determine the role of the water in the micro-
structure of PEDOT/PSS, thermal analysis was carried out on
these lms. Fig. 5(a) shows the DSC annealing and cooling
traces of a PEDOT/PSS lm. It is noted that due to the strong
ionic bonding interaction between PEDOT and PSS, PEDOT/PSS
does not have a well-dened glass transition value.34 The
PEDOT/PSS lm exhibits a broad peak during the rst anneal-
ing while this peak disappeared during the second annealing.
This indicates that the lm released water during the heating
process, as also observed by TGA (Fig. 5(b)). The rst weight loss

up to 120 !C can be ascribed to 20 wt% loss of water in the
PEDOT/PSS lm. Using both the DSC and TGA results together
provides more rened information about the water content.
Indeed, the characteristic energy, E, for dehydration can be
estimated from:35

E ¼ M
DQ

DW
(2)

where M is the molecular weight of water (18 g mol# 1) and DQ
and DW are the amount of heat evolved during the dehydration
and the weight loss of water between 21 and 200 !C, respec-
tively. DQ is estimated from DSC to be # 545 J g# 1, while the
weight loss of PEDOT/PSS is estimated from TGA to be
22.8 wt%, leading to a characteristic energy, E, of around 10.28
kcal mol# 1. This energy level is comparable to the energy of
moderate hydrogen bonds (4 to 15 kcal mol# 1).36 With this
information, we propose a conguration in which the water
molecules are hydrogen-bonded with PSS chains, as shown in
Fig. 5(c).

Typically, every three or four thiophene unit on PEDOT
chains carries a positive charge. The benzene rings in PSS
chains carry two kinds of sulfonic groups that can be either
ionized SO3

# or neutral SO3H. The ionic bonding between SO3
#

and thiophene rings results in a complex structure of PEDOT
with PSS.34 The hydration will start with the xation of H2O
molecules on the free and highly hygroscopic SO3H groups.19 In
the molecular structure of PEDOT/PSS shown in Fig. 5(c), we
assume that (C6H6O2S)m(C8H8O3S)n is the molecular formula of
PEDOT/PSS. Based on the weight ratio of PEDOT to PSS (1 : 2.5)
and their monomer molecular weights (140 and 182, respec-
tively), the m/n ratio is estimated to be 0.443. By taking into
consideration that 20 wt% of water was absorbed by the PEDOT/
PSS, we write the molecular formula of the “wet” PEDOT/PSS at
65% RH as (C6H6O2S)0.443n (C8H8O3S)n (H2O)3.6n. This simple
formula indicates that three or four water molecules are
absorbed by each PSS chain at room temperature, as illustrated
in Fig. 5(c). As a result, the microstructure will be dominated by
regime 1 as shown in Fig. 4 at room temperature. The lms are
basically swelled by the water vapor and the weakened hydrogen
bonds react with water viathe following equation.32,37

H2O + PSS(HSO3) / H3O
+PSS(SO3)

# (3)

Fig. 4 Morphological models of PEDOT/PSS grains at different
temperatures derived from combined TEM and AFM measurements.
The typical diameter of PEDOT/PSS grains is 40–60 nm, with a PSS-
rich shell thickness of 5–10 nm. The inset in the top-right corner
depicts two regimes of hydrogen bonding in PEDOT/PSS.

Fig. 5 Thermal properties and molecular structure of the PEDOT/PSS
film. (a) DSC thermograms of a PEDOT/PSS film, (b) TG and corre-
sponding DTG curves of a PEDOT/PSS film, and (c) schematic of
hydrogen bonding between PEDOT/PSS and water.
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rst scan shrinks into small peaks during the second and third
scans. The reduction of the damping factor indicates that
PEDOT/PSS lms become more elastic due to the annealing
process. In order to determine if this peak is the glass transi-
tion, multiple frequency scans (0.5, 1, 2, 5 and 10 Hz) of the
PEDOT/PSS lm were carried out in the fourth scan of the same
sample. Fig. 6(d) indicates that the storage modulus is quite
independent of the frequency change. Moreover, there is no
obvious tan d peak shiwhen the frequency is changed from 0.5
to 10 Hz (Fig. 6(e)). This result indicates that the transition
around 49 !C is a rst-order reaction like a phase change or
some other physical process.29 As a result, we can remark that
the drying of water from PEDOT/PSS lms causes this
frequency-independent loss process.

Effect of temperature on the electrical conductivity of PEDOT/
PSS lms

To understand the temperature effects on the electrical trans-
port properties, we measured the temperature dependence in
the " 150–250 !C range. The conductivity of the PEDOT/PSS lm
was 0.25 S cm" 1 (R (21 !C) ¼ 1310 U) at RT in air. Aer the lm
stabilized in an N2 atmosphere for 30 min at RT, its conductivity
slightly increased to 0.32 S cm" 1 (R(21 !C) ¼ 1028 U). As
noted the PEDOT/PSS lm contains 22.8 wt% of water
(Fig. 5(b)). Given the fact that water has conductivity in the
range of 5 $ 10" 5 to 5 $ 10" 4 S cm" 1, the conductivity increase
in the PEDOT/PSS lm in an N2 atmosphere is due to partial
water removal from the PEDOT/PSS lm. Fig. 7 shows the
dependence of temperature on conductivity in PEDOT/PSS lms
that follow different cooling and heating sequences. The
temperature programs generally follow the DMA scanning
sequences in Fig. 6(a) without the fourth heating. The lm was
rst cooled from RT (21 !C) to " 150 !C and the conductivity of
the lm was reduced from 0.32 to 0.065 S cm" 1 (R(" 150 !C) ¼
5000 U). The three heating sequences shown in Fig. 7(b) indi-
cate that PEDOT/PSS lms exhibit a typical semiconductor

behavior with a positive temperature coefficient. Thus, the
charge transport regime in PEDOT/PSS lms is thermally acti-
vated. The conductivity (1.8 and 1.7 S cm" 1) during the second
and third heating of the lm is about six times higher than that
of the rst heating (0.32 S cm" 1) at RT. While the nal
conductivities are quite close at 250 !C (3.1 S cm" 1 for the rst,
2.92 S cm" 1 for second and 2.87 S cm" 1 for third heating). It is
worth noting that during the rst heating, there was a rapid
conductivity increase from 21 to 120 !C compared with second
and third heating. This change could be attributed to the water
removal process from 16 to 120 !C, as indicated by the investi-
gation of the thermal properties on the lm (Fig. 5 and 6).
During the cooling process, the good consistency of the third
and fourth cooling curves indicates that water had no effect on
the conductivity of the PEDOT/PSS lm aer the heating
process (Fig. 7(a)).

With regard to the electrical conductivity of PEDOT/PSS at
different temperatures, the above-mentionedmodel (Fig. 4) also
provides structure and electrical property correlations. In the
core–shell structure of PEDOT/PSS, the insulating shell-rich PSS
boundaries contribute signicantly to the overall resistivity of
the lm.34 At room temperature, swelled PEDOT/PSS with
residual water on PSS boundaries will reduce the overall
conductivity of the lm. Removal of the water by heating or
putting the lm in a non-reactive gas like N2 will reduce the
boundary size. We note that the highest conductivities are
achieved at high temperatures. Not only is the total number of
particle boundaries reduced, but the effective “size” of the
particle boundaries is also reduced. At low temperatures, some
of the localized electrons do not have sufficient thermal energy
to overcome barriers that are caused by potential wells of vari-
able depth and hopping to a neighboring site. Thus, the
conduction process in low temperatures involves overcoming
the barriers between the localized electrons40 and the PSS
boundaries.

4 Conclusions
We have demonstrated that the microstructure of PEDOT/PSS
lms depends on the water content in a broad range of
temperatures. HAADF-STEM combined with EELS and AFM
analyses provided the evidence of microstructural changes in
PEDOT/PSS lms at different temperatures and allowed us to
formulate a microscopic model. At room temperature, the water
molecules weaken the adhesion between PEDOT/PSS grains,
which results in a low modulus. At low temperature, the water
becomes ice crystals that act as reinforcements to enhance the
modulus of PEDOT/PSS. Finally, at high temperatures, the water
molecules are totally removed and the interaction among
PEDOT/PSS grains is dominated by enhanced hydrogen
bonding of PSS chains. Understanding the role of water in
determining the mechanical behavior of these lms is critical
for fabricating devices containing PEDOT/PSS layers and
guiding the development of exible electronic devices. This
study highlights the importance of considering microstructure
changes as a design element in integrating conductive polymers
into exible devices.

Fig. 7 The dependence of temperature on conductivity of the
PEDOT/PSS film. (a) During the four cooling stages at a cooling rate
of 10 K min" 1. (b) During the three heating stages at a heating rate of
5 K min" 1.
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Results –
Standard HV Anode Foil 

Oxide plus Polymer

SDU can measure the Polymer content in a 
single pore (also over the length which is not 
shown here)



Summary 

Technical limits of liquid high voltage electrolytes was discussed.

A 450 V-working voltage Polymer Aluminium Electrolytic capacitor 
technology is under development.

ESR values of factor 10 smaller than standard are already obtained

Preliminary breakdown voltages > 500 V even at 150°C are obtained. 

Building of model capacitors for lifetime assessment will be conducted

Power cycling of those model capacitors and lifetime estimation of model 
capacitors will be performed soon.



Thank you for listening 
Questions ?


